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The AntiAtomBündnis NordOst Germany (AntiNuclearNetwork NorthEast) – is 

planning a sailing trip against nuclear power. We will cruise the Baltic Sea, share 

experiences in activism in different countries, start a transnational network, try out creative forms of 

protest and get active on the streets. 

We are heading for late summer of 2012 – The anti-nuclear sailing trip will take place from the 26th of August 26th of August 

until the 9th of Septemberuntil the 9th of September and will sail from Stockholm to Greifswaldfrom Stockholm to Greifswald, Germany.

For two weeks we will live on the „Lovis“ - a large traditional sailing ship with an interesting history, a nice atmosphere 

and the mission of bringing people together and giving them room for a joined experience of exchanging, sharing and 

learning (www.lovis.de). We will be on board the „Lovis“ on the last stage of its tour along the Baltic Sea coast and bring 

our joint message to all the harbours and stops that we will pass on our trip.

We contact initiatives and people connected to the wide field of “nuclear power” in Sweden, try to organise meetings and 

activities with them. 

During this two-week sailing trip, we invite active people from countries focused on the Baltic Sea (Denmark, Finland, 

Sweden, Norway, Poland, Russia, also from Great Britain and France) to join us and take part for a future without nuclear 

power! 

So, we are looking for experienced activists, who have all kinds of knowledge fighting against nuclear power. If you may 

have a particular ability and interest in resistance (e.g. protest art, conflict management, campaign development…), you 

are welcome to share it. We will plan and carry out activities on the base of consensus decision making. You can be part of 

a local, national or international organisation, or just an individual activist. Regarding finances: We are applying for 

financial support and hope to be able to pay for part of the travel expenses and most of the cost and lodgings. 

Our common principles on board and during the trip are based on honest and fair communication, we don't accept any 

discriminating behaviour based on fascism, racism and sexism, homophobia and other forms of discrimination. We want 

to make sure that all have a good time. Food will be a vegetarian and vegan. Everyone is expected to take part in every 

day activities, such as cooking, sailing and cleaning. There will be place for fun and relaxing times, as well!

We are asking you to travel to Stockholm and from Greifswald using public transport, except planes. 

One of our ideas is to visit the Swedish nuclear power plant in Oskarshamn. Also, we will have a planning meeting 

beforehand to develop and define the schedule of activities. You are most warmly invited to come to that meeting. 

aai-hgw@systemausfall.org

- Ahoi,Ahoi,Ahoi,Ahoi, das AntiAtomBündnis NORDOST -

To put it in a nutshell: If you can imagine to live on board a sailing 

ship for two weeks, with around 30 people from different countries 

working against nuclear power, or if you have any questions then

please contact us:

Invitation Invitation to the antito the anti--nuclear sailing tripnuclear sailing trip

around the Baltic Sea coast 2012!around the Baltic Sea coast 2012!


